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Route 00: O 1 1 1 1 1 O O O 0 right down down down down down right right right right 
Route 01: 0 1 1 1 1 O 1 O 0 0 right down down down down right down right right right 
Route 02: 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 O 0 0 right down down down right down down right right right 
Route 03: 0 1 1 O 1 1 1 O 0 0 right down down right down down down right right right 
Route 04: 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 O 0 0 right down right down down down down right right right 
Route 05: O 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 O 0 right right down down down down down right right right 
Route 06: 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 right down down down down right right down right right 
Route 07: O 1 1 1 O 1 O 1 O 0 right down down down right down right down right right 
Route 08: 0 1 1 O 1 1 0 1 0 0 right down down right down down right down right right 
Route 09: 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 right down right down down down right down right right 
Route 10: O O 1 1 1 1 O 1 O 0 right right down down down down right down right right 
Route 11: 0 1 1 1 0 O 1 1 0 0 right down down down right right down down right right 
Route 12: O 1 1 0 1 O 1 1 O 0 right down down right down right down down right right 
Route 13: 0 1 0 1 1 O 1 1 0 0 right down right down down right down down right right 
Route 14: 0 O 1 1 1 O 1 1 0 0 right right down down down right down down right right 
Route 15: 0 1 1 O 0 1 1 1 0 0 right down down right right down down down right right 
Route 16: 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 right down right down right down down down right right 
Route 17: O 0 1 1 O 1 1 1 O 0 right right down down right down down down right right 
Route 18: 0 1 0 O 1 1 1 1 0 0 right down right right down down down down right right 
Route 19: O O 1 O 1 1 1 1 O 0 right right down right down down down down right right 
Route 20: 0 O 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 right right right down down down down down right right 
Route 21: 0 1 1 1 1 O 0 O 1 0 right down down down down right right right down right 
Route 22: O 1 1 1 O 1 O O 1 0 right down down down right down right right down right 
Route 23: 0 1 1 O 1 1 0 O 1 0 right down down right down down right right down right 
Route 24: O 1 O 1 1 1 O O 1 0 right down right down down down right right down right 
Route 25: 0 O 1 1 1 1 0 O 1 0 right right down down down down right right down right 
Route 26: O 1 1 1 O O 1 O 1 0 right down down down right right down right down right 
Route 27: O 1 1 O 1 O 1 O 1 0 right down down right down right down right down right 
Route 28: 0 1 0 1 1 O 1 O 1 0 right down right down down right down right down right 
Route 29: O 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 right right down down down right down right down right 
Route 30: 0 1 1 O 0 1 1 0 1 0 right down down right right down down right down right 
Route 31: O 1 O 1 O 1 1 O 1 0 right down right down right down down right down right 
Route 32: 0 O 1 1 0 1 1 O 1 0 right right down down right down down right down right 
Route 33: 0 1 0 O 1 1 1 O 1 0 right down right right down down down right down right 
Route 34: O O 1 O 1 1 1 O 1 0 right right down right down down down right down right 
Route 35: 0 O 0 1 1 1 1 O 1 0 right right right down down down down right down right 
Route 36: O 1 1 1 O O O 1 1 0 right down down down right right right down down right 
Route 37: 0 1 1 O 1 O 0 1 1 0 right down down right down right right down down right 
Route 38: O 1 0 1 1 O 0 1 1 0 right down right down down right right down down right 
Route 39: 0 O 1 1 1 O 0 1 1 0 right right down down down right right down down right 
Route 40: 0 1 1 O 0 1 0 1 1 0 right down down right right down right down down right 
Route 41: O 1 O 1 O 1 O 1 1 0 right down right down right down right down down right 
Route 42: 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 right right down down right down right down down right 
Route 43: O 1 O O 1 1 O 1 1 0 right down right right down down right down down right 
Route 44: 0 O 1 O 1 1 0 1 1 0 right right down right down down right down down right 
Route 45: 0 O 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 right right right down down down right down down right 
Route 46: 0 1 1 O 0 O 1 1 1 0 right down down right right right down down down right 
Route 47: 0 1 0 1 0 O 1 1 1 0 right down right down right right down down down right 
Route 48: O O 1 1 O O 1 1 1 0 right right down down right right down down down right 
Route 49: 0 1 0 O 1 O 1 1 1 0 right down right right down right down down down right 
Route 50: O O 1 O 1 O 1 1 1 0 right right down right down right down down down right 
Route 51: 0 O 0 1 1 O 1 1 1 0 right right right down down right down down down right 
Route 52: 0 1 0 O 0 1 1 1 1 0 right down right right right down down down down right 
Route 53: O O 1 O O 1 1 1 1 0 right right down right right down down down down right 
Route 54: 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 right right right down right down down down down right 
Route 55: O O O O 1 1 1 1 1 0 right right right right down down down down down right 

Figure 5 
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SIGNAL ROUTING IN PROCESSOR ARRAYS 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This application claims the bene?t of priority from British 
Patent Application No. 08025314 ?led in the United King 
dom on Feb. 11, 2008. The subject matter of this application 
is incorporated herein by reference. 

The invention relates to the routing of signals in a processor 
array, and in particular to a method and apparatus for deter 
mining the routing of signals in a time-division multiplexed 
sWitching architecture. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

Processor arrays that contain a number of separate but 
interconnected processor elements are knoWn. One such pro 
cessor array is the picoArrayTM architecture produced by the 
applicant of the present application and described in Interna 
tional publication W0 02/ 50624. In the picoArrayTM archi 
tecture, the processor elements are connected together by a 
proprietary bus that includes sWitch matrices. 

The softWare description of a digital signal processing 
(DSP) system comprises a number of processes that commu 
nicate With point-to-point or point-to-multipoint signals. 
Each signal has a ?xed bandWidth, knoWn as its slot rate, 
Which has a value that is a poWer of tWo in the range 2-1024, 
in units of the picoArrayTM cycle. Thus, a slot rate of four 
means that slots must be allocated on the bus betWeen a 
sending processor element and the receiving processor ele 
ment(s) once every four system clock cycles. 
A partitioning procedure can be used to allocate groups of 

processes to each of the processor arrays in the system. A 
placement procedure can be used to allocate each process to 
a speci?c processor element Within its allocated processor 
array. A sWitching or routing procedure determines the mul 
tiplexing of the signals on to the physical connections of the 
bus in the processor array. 

The placement and sWitching procedure takes a user’s 
abstract design, Which consists of processes and signals, and 
places each process onto a processor element on a picoAr 
rayTM and routes all of the signals using the sWitching matrix 
of the picoArrayTM. This procedure must be carried out in a 
Way that maximiZes the number of processor elements that 
can be used Within a given picoArrayTM and that minimises 
the length of the routing needed for the signals. 

The placement and the routing steps are generally per 
formed separately, for example a candidate placement is cre 
ated and then the signals are routed using that placement. 

The output of the placement and sWitching procedure is a 
“load ?le” Which contains con?guration data for a single 
picoArrayTM. 

The present application is concerned With the procedure 
for routing the signals. Therefore, in the folloWing, it is 
assumed that the placement procedure has been carried out, 
ie the mapping of the processes to the processor elements 
has been completed. 

The proprietary bus used in picoArraysTM is a time division 
multiplexed (TDM) structure in Which communication tim 
ing is determined at “compile time”. In other Words, there is 
no dynamic arbitration. 

The bus comprises a set of “switches” placed throughout 
the processor array, and these sWitches are either in-line With 
the processor elements (see FIG. 1 (11)), or offset (see FIG. 
1(b)). 

In-line sWitches are easier to use for placement and routing 
algorithms since the regularity makes it easier to compute 
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2 
distances betWeen processor elements. With offset sWitches, 
each roW of processor elements is connected to tWo roWs of 

sWitches, and therefore it is possible to communicate betWeen 
adjacent roWs by only traversing one sWitch, Whereas in-line 
sWitches require the traversal of tWo sWitches. 

HoWever, for offset sWitches, each processor element is 
connected to tWo bus connections and only one of these can be 
used to provide this single sWitch transfer. If that direction 
becomes blocked (perhaps by another signal) then the other 
direction must be used, and this requires the traversal of three 
sWitches. For in-line sWitches, the tWo possible directions 
both require the traversal of tWo sWitches. 

Thus it is easier to predict “bus costs” before the routing is 
actually performed if in-line sWitches are used. 
The routing procedure requires a tool that can determine 

the contents of routing tables Within each of the sWitches that 
make up the picoBus structure from the signals that need to be 
routed. Each routing table consists of a set of entries that 
indicate the routing for each clock cycle. The set of entries are 
repeated every N clock cycles. In addition, it is possible for 
some of the entries to be repeated at a loWer frequency to 
provide communications at loWer rates, While reducing the 
siZe of routing tables that are required. 

In currently available picoArraysTM, N is 1024. This is 
implemented as a table of 124+(4><8) entries. The main part of 
the table, Which comprises the 124 entries, is repeated once 
every 128 clock cycles. The 8 blocks of 4 entries are repeated 
every 1024 clock cycles and are knoWn as the “hierarchical” 
entries. 

Furthermore, as indicated above, the routing of signals has 
to handle tWo cases that are supported by the bus protocol, 
namely point-to-point communications and point-to-multi 
point communications. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, there is pro 
vided a method for routing a plurality of signals in a processor 
array, the processor array comprising a plurality of processor 
elements interconnected by a netWork of sWitches, each sig 
nal having a respective source processor element and at least 
one destination processor element in the processor array, the 
method comprising (i) identifying a signal from the plurality 
of unrouted signals to route; (ii) identifying a candidate route 
from the source processor element to the destination proces 
sor element, the candidate route using a ?rst plurality of 
sWitches; (iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining 
Whether there are offset values that alloW the signal to be 
routed through the ?rst plurality of sWitches; and (iv) attempt 
ing to route the signal using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii). 

Further aspects provide computer programs and a com 
puter program product for performing the above method on a 
computer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Preferred embodiments of the invention Will noW be 
described, by Way of example only, With reference to the 
folloWing Figures, in Which: 

FIG. 1 shoWs bus sWitches in line With processor elements 
(FIG. 1(a)) and offset from the processor elements (FIG. 
1(b)); 

FIG. 2 shoWs a method of calculating a routability score for 
a signal in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 3 shoWs a method in accordance With the invention; 
FIG. 4 shoWs an exemplary processor array; 
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FIG. 5 shows a bit notationused to represent routes through 
a sWitch matrix; 

FIG. 6 shoWs a multi-bus connection betWeen tWo 

sWitches; 
FIG. 7 is a How chart of another method in accordance With 

the invention; and 
FIG. 8 shoWs an exemplary routing table. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Although the invention Will be described With reference to 
the picoArrayTM processor array designed and manufactured 
by the applicant for this patent application, it Will be appre 
ciated that the invention is applicable to other types of multi 
processor arrays. 
As described above, the routing tool determines the con 

tents of the routing tables for each of the sWitches that make 
up the bus structure. The routing Within each table is prefer 
ably described uniquely by three pieces of information for 
each signal. These are: 

the rate of transfer, R, required for the signal (currently this 
must be a poWer of 2 betWeen 2 and 1024 inclusive); 

the offset (or phase) at Which signals are routed; and 
the number of clock cycles, C, required to complete the 

transfer (this is determined by the length of the picoBus 
traversed). 

For example, a signal With a rate of 4, an offset of l and 
number of clock cycles equal to 2 Will occupy the bus on cycle 
1,2, 5, 6, 9, l0, l3, 14 etc. It Will be noted here that each pair 
of entries provides a single communication, but in general, 
each transfer requires C consecutive entries to be reserved in 
the table. For signals With rates betWeen 2 and 128 inclusive, 
the offset can be anything from 0 to “rate-l”. For a signal With 
a rate betWeen 256 and 1024, the offsets are more limited 
since they must be stored in the “hierarchical” part of the 
routing table. In addition, the current implementation of the 
picoBus places a constraint on the value of C, namely that C 
must be less than R. For example, a signal With a rate of 2 Will 
only permit a single cycle transfer. 

In accordance With the invention, each signal to be routed 
in the processor array is considered and routed separately. It is 
important to select routes for the signals in the correct order if 
a complete solution for a congested design is to be found. As 
a result, the signals are ranked in order of “routability” Which 
takes into account various factors or criteria. In particular, the 
routability depends on the connectivity present in the proces 
sor array. For example, the routability of a signal can take into 
account the data rate of the signal, the estimated length of the 
signal path or multipaths and/ or the number of offsets that are 
available for the given data rate. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the routability 
of a signal is determined in accordance With the method 
shoWn in FIG. 2. In step 11, the bus bandWidth utilisation for 
the signal is estimated. This is the sum of the bus bandWidth 
used by each path of the signal (if the signal is a point-to 
multipoint signal) to the individual destination processor ele 
ments. HoWever, this sum Will overestimate the bandWidth 
due to shared parts of the path being counted multiple times. 

In general, for a given signal path from a source processor 
element to a destination processor element, the bus band 
Width, bW:“slots”* C * “segments” Where “slots” is the num 
ber of slots required, as determined by the rate of the signal; 
C is the number of clock cycles the signal must stay on the bus 
for each transfer; and “segments” is the number of bus seg 
ments traversed plus the number of sWitches traversed. 
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4 
This estimated bus bandWidth utilisation is then adjusted to 

give a routability score. In particular, the estimated utilisation 
is adjusted to account for signals With feW available offsets 
and feW available routes. In a preferred implementation, the 
folloWing heuristics are used. If there is a single possible 
route, the estimated utilisation is multiplied by 2 to give the 
routability score; if there are eight or less offsets, the utilisa 
tion is multiplied by l to give the routability score; otherWise 
the utilisation is multiplied by 0.9 to give the routability score. 

FIG. 3 outlines the method of routing a signal in accor 
dance With the invention. The ?rst step of the method com 
prises identifying a signal to route (step 101). This step 
involves ranking the signals in order of routability, and select 
ing the signal that is the least routable (i.e. has the highest 
routability score) for consideration ?rst. 

The second step of the method comprises identifying a 
possible route that could be used to route that signal from the 
source processor element to the destination processor ele 
ment (step 103). Each possible route Will comprise a combi 
nation of sWitches that need to be traversed in order for the 
signal to arrive at the destination processor element. 

It should be noted that the algorithm does not determine all 
of the possible routes at once in step 103, but instead the 
algorithm determines and evaluates one route in each itera 
tion of step 103. Thus, in step 103, one possible route is 
identi?ed, and the sWitches used in this route are identi?ed. 
As described furtherbeloW, in the ?rst feW iterations of step 

103, the routes identi?ed Will be minimum distance routes, 
i.e. those routes that take the least number of steps from the 
source processor element to the destination processor ele 
ment. 

Furthermore, the particular route chosen Will be one that 
minimises the amount of “local” routing used. “Local” rout 
ing is de?ned as those bus segments that connect directly to 
processor elements, Whereas “global” routing is de?ned as 
those bus segments that connect from sWitch to sWitch. Thus, 
the routes Which maximise the use of “global” routing Will be 
chosen ahead of those With more “local” routing. 

Although the speci?c routes may not be calculated in step 
103, the total number of minimum distance routes can be 
calculated at this stage, and the speci?c calculation used to 
determine this Will depend on the type of array connectivity 
present (for example Whether there are in-line or offset 
sWitches). 
As described further beloW, if a given route provides a 

solution for this particular signal, then no more routes are 
generated and evaluated. HoWever, if in later iterations of step 
103 all of the minimum distance routes have been evaluated 
and a solution has not been found, then step 103 can consider 
non-minimum distance routes. In this case, step 103 ?rst 
considers routes that are the minimum distance plus one 
sWitch, then routes that are the minimum distance plus tWo 
sWitches, and so on. 
Once a possible route has been identi?ed, it is determined 

Whether there are any values for the offset that alloW the signal 
to be routed through every sWitch along the selected route 
from the source processor element to the destination proces 
sor element (step 105). In other Words, for the selected route, 
it is determined Whether there are free entries in the routing 
tables of each sWitch along the route. Any offset for Which one 
or more of the required sWitches do not have a free entry in the 
routing table is discarded. 

If there are no valid values for the offset for the route 
selected in step 103, the algorithm returns to step 103 and 
another possible route is selected. 

If there are one or more valid values for the offset, the 
algorithm moves to step 107. 
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The distance that a signal can traverse in a clock cycle is 
determined by the silicon timing information for the speci?c 
route that is being used. When a route has been identi?ed as 
having appropriate slots free in the routing tables of all of the 
relevant sWitches, a speci?c timing analysis is done for that 
route (step 107), and this determines hoW many clock cycles 
the transfer Will take. 

It should be noted that a route timing analysis only needs to 
be performed once for each route, as different values for the 
offset do not affect the route timing. 

In many cases, this analysis Will provide a result that agrees 
With values that have been pre-calculated for general routes of 
a length corresponding to that of the chosen route. In this case, 
it can be guaranteed that the signal is routable on the chosen 
route. As described further beloW, these pre-calculated values 
can be stored in a sustain cache. If the transfer time is longer 
than expected, then the routing may fail, in Which case it is 
necessary for the other routes to be tried. 

After the route timing has been analysed, the algorithm 
moves to step 109 in Which a routing of the signal is attempted 
for each offset found in step 105. If the route timing analysis 
agrees With the pre-calculated value, the signal is guaranteed 
to be routable using any offset in the chosen route. If the 
transfer time is longer than expected, then the routing using a 
speci?c offset may fail, in Which case it is necessary for the 
other offsets found in step 105 to be considered. 

The order in Which offsets are evaluated is determined to 
minimize the possible congestion for signals With small num 
bers of offsets and to avoid fragmentation of the routing 
tables. For example, a signal With a rate of 16 could have an 
offset of 0 to 15, and assuming that any of these is in fact 
possible for a given signal, there should be a preference for 
avoiding any offsets that are “hierarchical” slots, since this 
may limit the routing of the sloWest signals. Thus, in this 
example, the offsets 0 to 3 Would be avoided and Would only 
be used if no other offset Were possible. 

In step 111, it is determined Whether the signal has been 
routed successfully for each of the alloWed offsets. If not, the 
algorithm returns to step 103 and an alterative route is iden 
ti?ed. 

If desired, a limit can be placed on the number of times that 
the algorithm can return to step 103 to select an alternative 
route for any particular signal. Alternatively, in the absence of 
a limit, the algorithm can continue until all possible routes for 
a signal have been considered. 

If either the limit is reached, or all routes have been con 
sidered, the algorithm can output an error condition for the 
relevant signal, indicating that it is not possible to route the 
signal. 

HoWever, if the signal has been routed successfully (i.e. an 
offset has been assigned to the signal on the selected route), 
the algorithm returns to step 101, and the next least-routable 
signal is selected for consideration. 
The second step of the method in FIG. 3 Will noW be 

described in more detail With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, 
Which shoWs an exemplary processor array 2. The processor 
array 2 comprises a plurality of processor elements (labeled 
“PE”) each having an associated sWitch (labeled “SW”). The 
sWitches SW form the bus of the processor array 2 that alloW 
signals to be routed from any of the processor elements PE to 
any of the other processor elements PE in the array 2. 
As the processor array 2 is regular, ie the processor ele 

ments PEs are arranged in columns and roWs, minimum dis 
tance routes can be easily identi?ed for each signal. Each 
signal Will have a source processor element PE (the processor 
element that generates the signal) and at least one destination 
processor element PE. 
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6 
Consider a signal originating from the processor element in 

column 0 and roW 1 of the processor array 2, With the desti 
nation processor element being in column 4, roW 6. 
TWo parts of the route betWeen the source processor ele 

ment and the destination processor element are the same, 
regardless of the relative positions of the processor elements 
and the speci?c route chosen, unless the source and destina 
tion processor elements are in the same site group (in Which 
case the signal does not go through any sWitches at all). These 
are the ?rst “hop” from the source processor element to the 
sWitch in column 0, roW 1, and the last “hop” from the sWitch 
in column 3 roW 6 to the destination processor element. In 
other Words, the route must go horizontally (i.e. along a roW) 
from the source processor element to the ?rst sWitch and from 
the last sWitch to the destination processor element. 

The algorithm can determine the number of “minimum 
distance” routes betWeen the source processor element and 
the destination processor element (or really, the minimum 
distance route betWeen the sWitch adjacent to the source 
processor element and the sWitch adjacent to the destination 
processor element). Thus, it can be seen that each of the 
minimum distance routes Will involve ?ve “vertical” hops 
(i.e. doWn a column) and three horizontal hops betWeen the 
sWitches4eight hops in total. 
The algorithm uses a bit notation to represent each mini 

mum distance route, With each bit indicating either a horizon 
tal or vertical hop. Since a minimum distance betWeen tWo 
processor elements in the array must be monotonic in the 
direction taken by the route (i.e. either left or right, and either 
up or doWn), the route can be represented using the bit nota 
tion, With the actual direction (up/doWn, left/right) being 
stored separately. 

FIG. 5 shoWs all of the possible minimum distance routes 
that a signal can take betWeen the source processor element in 
column 0, roW 1 and the destination processor element in 
column 4, roW 6 of the processor array 2. Thus, it can be seen 
that an 8-bit pattern is required to represent all (56) of the 
minimum distance routes for this signal. Although 10 bits are 
shoWn for each route in FIG. 5, it Will be recognised that the 
?rst and last bits are both 0, corresponding to the horizontal 
hop from the source processor element and the hop to the 
destination processor element, so it is not necessary to store 
these in the bit pattern. Although all of the minimum distance 
routes are shoWn in FIG. 4, the algorithm does not calculate 
all of these routes at the same time, only one of these routes 
When step 103 is performed. 

If it is necessary to determine non-minimum distance 
routes, a similar technique to the above can be used. HoWever, 
in this instance, the hops along the columns and roWs Will not 
be monotonic, so the bit notation cannot be used directly. 

Instead, a source processor element and/ or destination pro 
cessor element are effectively moved aWay from their actual 
positions by introducing a virtual source processor element or 
destination processor element. 

For example, consider a signal to be routed from the pro 
cessor element in column 1, roW 1 to the processor element in 
column 3, roW 3. If you Want to consider a route With a 
non-minimum distance, the processor element at, say, col 
umn 0, roW 0 can be considered to be a “virtual” source 

processor element. Thus, as the virtual source element is 
further from the actual source element, the algorithm can then 
determine the minimum distance routes betWeen the virtual 
source element and the destination element. The full route 
betWeen the actual source processor element and the destina 
tion processor element Will be the concatenation of the route 
from the actual processor element to the virtual source pro 
cessor element (also calculated using the minimum distance 
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algorithm) and the route from the virtual source processor 
element to the destination processor element. 

In general, if the source processor element is at position 
(srcCol, srcRoW) and the destination processor element is at 
position (dstCol, dstRoW) Where dstCol>srcCol and 
dstRoW>srcRoW, the virtual source processor element (Which 
is further aWay from the destination processor element than 
the actual source processor element) can be placed in position 
(srcCol-n, srcRow-m), Where n and m are integers, provided 
that the position of the virtual source processor element is 
Within the boundary of the processor array 2. An analogous 
method can be used With virtual destination processor ele 
ments to provide yet further routes. 

In a preferred implementation, the minimum distance route 
is stored using a 32-bit unsigned integer value, and this is 
large enough to accommodate processor arrays 2 in Which the 
total of the number of columns and number of roWs is equal to 
or less than 32. 

For multi-destination signals (i.e. point-to-multipoint sig 
nals), the minimum distance algorithm can be used to identify 
routes for each destination processor element. 

In some processor arrays, the bus structure can comprise 
pairs of buses connecting each sWitch in each possible direc 
tion, as shoWn in FIG. 6. Furthermore, it is possible for the bus 
structure to have any number of buses connecting each 
sWitch. 

In the general bus-pair case, the minimum distance algo 
rithm described above needs to be extended, as there are now 
2"“2 combinations for each minimum distance route, Where 
m is the number of hops required of a signal on a given route 
(i.e. source to sWitch to sWitch to destination gives m a value 
of 3). It should be noted that it is “m-2” as the ?rst and last 
hops have to be on the local bus to the nearest sWitch. In other 
Words, for a given route using a set of sWitches betWeen a 
source processor element and a destination processor ele 
ment, there Will be 2m“2 variations of that route using the 
various buses betWeen those sWitches. For an array With N 
buses leaving each sWitch, the number of possible routes Will 
be NW2. 

For example, for a route that comprises “left, up, left, left”, 
there are four possible combinations for pairs of buses 
betWeen each sWitch: 
left1, up1, left1, left1 
left1, up2, left1, left1 
left1, up1, left2, left1 
left1, up2, left2, left1 

The ?rst and last directions must use the “leftl ” bus as they 
are the only buses connected directly to the processor ele 
ments in the architecture of FIG. 6. As a result, the left and 
right “1” buses must be used for local transfers (i.e. those 
routes that do not traverse any sWitches) and the “2” buses 
should be used initially to reduce local transfer congestion. 
As indicated above, the minimum distance and non-mini 

mum distance algorithms described above (and in particular 
Where there is more than one bus connecting each sWitch or 
processor element, Where the source and destination proces 
sor elements are Widely separated and/ or Where there is “mul 
tipoint fan-out”) can result in a very large number of possible 
routes being generated, so it is desirable to reduce this number 
in some cases. 

Therefore, in preferred embodiments, heuristics can be 
used to determine hoW many of the possible routes betWeen 
the source processor element and the destination processor 
element Will be searched. 

For a route using a given set of sWitches, there are a number 
of combinations of the local and global buses. A limit, Chm-t, 
can be placed on the number of combinations of these buses 
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8 
that Will be searched through the repetition of steps 103 to 109 
of FIG. 3. In a preferred embodiment, Chm-t is set to 16. In 
current picoArrays, for a route involving three sWitches, the 
route can be vieWed in terms of the local/ global buses: 

Source processor element (local)->sWitch (local or glo 
bal)->sWitch (local or global)->sWitch (local)->destination 
processor element 

Here, “(local)->” means traverse the local bus and “(local 
or global)->” means traverse either the local or the global bus. 

Thus there are 2(4_2):4 combinations of local and global 
buses that can be chosen for this given set of sWitches. 

For each path of a point-to -multipoint signal, the number of 
routes (i.e. number of possible combinations of sWitches), S, 
is calculated, and, assuming that the number of combinations 
of local and global buses, C, is the same for each route, the 
total number of possible routes for this path, P, is given by 
PIS’X‘C. 

For a given signal, the value of P for each path is calculated, 
and these are multiplied together to give the number of routes 
for the signal. This is then capped by S limit, and in a preferred 
embodiment, S limit is set to 5000 to provide a trade off 
betWeen execution time and quality of search. 
When these limits are exceeded, the number of routes 

searched must be reduced. This can be done by arbitrarily 
capping the number of routes by using the ?rst Slim-t routes 
that are evaluated (this is alWays done for single path routes). 
Alternatively, it can be done by capping those multipath 
routes that have the largest number of combinations so that 
Slim-t is approximately met. Alternatively, it can be done by 
reducing the number of combinations considered for each 
multipath route so that S limit is approximately met. 

The method in step 105 of FIG. 3 Will noW be described in 
more detail. As mentioned above, each routed signal Will have 
an assigned “offset”, Which Will indicate the number of clock 
cycles into the N clock cycles that the signal is ?rst transmit 
ted. For a signal to be routable along a given route, it Will be 
necessary to ?nd an offset that is unoccupied through all of 
the sWitches in the route. Thus, step 105 aims to identify the 
possible offset values for the selected route (i.e. an offset for 
Which there are corresponding entries in the relevant routing 
tables). 

In a preferred embodiment, step 105 comprises identifying 
all of the possible offsets for a signal (Which can be obtained 
by examining the data rate of the signal), and removing each 
offset from the list that is unavailable in one or more of the 
sWitches along the route. An offset Will be unavailable if it has 
already been assigned for use by another signal. 

If there are any offsets remaining in this reduced list after 
this analysis has been performed, one of the offsets in the 
reduced list can be selected for use by the signal, as described 
above With reference to step 109 of FIG. 3. 

For a point-to-multipoint signal, it is necessary to identify 
an offset or offsets that are valid for each of the different paths 
the signal must take to the respective destination processor 
elements. If there is more than one offset in the reduced list 
then the offset to use for the signal can be selected arbi 
trarilyialthough if loWer offsets are available, it is preferred 
that these are not chosen as they are “hierarchical” entries that 
can be used by the very loW data rate signals. 
The process shoWn in FIG. 3 Will continue until either all of 

the signals have been routed (i.e. a full solution for the pro 
cessor array has been found), or the algorithm fails to ?nd a 
route for a signal. 

If the algorithm fails to ?nd a minimum distance route for 
a signal then the algorithm can consider Whether it is possible 
to use a non-minimum distance route for the signal. These 
routes can be determined as described above. 
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If this still fails to ?nd a route for a signal, then one or more 
of the previously routed signals may be causing the failure. In 
this case, the signal and the previously routed signal are 
competing signals and the algorithm proceeds as shoWn in 
FIG. 7. 

For the signal that failed to be routed, the ?rst minimum 
distance route for that signal is selected (step 201), and each 
sWitch (and bus if applicable) along that route is searched for 
any signals that share the sWitch or bus (step 203).Any signals 
thus identi?ed Will be termed competing signals. 

In step 205, the competing signal or signals are then 
removed from the routing tables of the sWitches one signal at 
a time (Which is termed a back track operation). The removed 
signals are added to the list of remaining signals to be routed. 
The algorithm then tries to route the failed signal (step 207). 
It should be noted that step 207 comprises performing the 
method in steps 103-111 in FIG. 3 described above. 

If it is still not possible to route the failed signal, the process 
returns to step 205 in Which a further competing signal is 
removed. 

Once the failed signal is successfully routed, the signals 
removed from the routing tables can be rerouted (step 209), 
Which again comprises performing the method in FIG. 3 on 
those signals. 

The process in FIG. 7 continues until either a maximum 
number of back track operations have been performed, or all 
signals are routed. If the maximum number of back track 
operations is reached then the routing has failed for the cur 
rent placement. 

The placement and routing tool evaluates a maximum 
number of placements (for example 30) Which produce a 
failure to route, before reporting the design as a failure. 

In the event the tool reports a failure, some limited output 
information can be provided to a user of the tool that may 
alloW them to determine hoW the failure can be overcome. 

For example, during placement, if it is not possible to 
produce a placement that passes all of the constraints due to 
bandWidth requirements on a site or on a site group, then these 
failures can be presented to the user. 

In addition, When routing fails, it is possible to route all of 
those signals that Will route, and then list all of the signals that 
remain. If this is repeated for each placement, then it may 
become clear that certain signals cannot be routed, regardless 
of the particular placement. 

In further embodiments of the invention, step 109 of FIG. 
3 can use a technique to reduce the fragmentation of the 
routing tables. 

The routing of an individual signal may require more than 
one clock cycle to pass from the source processor element to 
the destination processor element, and in this case the routing 
requires more than one entry in the routing tables. For 
example, a signal With a data rate of 8 and an offset of 2 Would 
normally occupy cycles 2, l0, 18, 26 etc., but if this signal 
actually requires three clock cycles to pass from the source to 
the destination, then the route must be maintained for those 
three cycles and it Would actually occupy cycles (2, 3, 4), (l 0, 
l1, l2), (l8, 19, 20), (26, 27, 28) etc. 
A consequence of these multi-cycle transfers is that it is 

possible for the routing tables to become congested, even 
When they are not full (fragmentation). For example, if every 
other cycle is used for single cycle signals (i.e. the table is 
only half full), then no multi-cycle signals canbe added to that 
sWitch or bus. If the single cycle signals had been grouped 
more appropriately, it Would have alloWed the ?exibility to 
add multi-cycle signals. 

Thus, in this embodiment of the invention, the algorithm 
assigns a score for each offset that is routable for a given 
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10 
route. In other Words, each individual offset Within a routing 
table that can be occupied by the current signal is given a 
score based on the proximity of the current signal to other 
routed signals in the table. In one embodiment, the score can 
indicate hoW many signals Will be directly adjacent to the 
current signal (i.e. 0, l or 2), With the algorithm selecting an 
offset that gives the largest possible score. 

FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary routing table in a sWitch. 
Using the above scoring system, a single cycle signal With 
offset 1 Will have a score of 2, a single cycle signal With offset 
3, 5 or 8 Will have a score of l and a single cycle signal With 
offset 4, 9 or 10 With have a score of 0. Therefore, the algo 
rithm Will prefer to assign an offset of l to the current signal. 

The timing of data communications Within a processor 
array 2 is vital to the performance of the data transfer, and, due 
to the siZe of many processor arrays, it Will not in general be 
possible to perform an arbitrary communication in a single 
clock cycle. Therefore, the signal must be “sustained” on the 
bus. 

Consequently, the placement and routing tool needs to 
maintain an accurate representation of the array timing, and 
needs to be able to produce a timing representation of a signal 
using an arbitrary route betWeen tWo arbitrary processor ele 
ments for use in step 107 of FIG. 3. This timing also needs to 
take into account the possibility of device redundancy (as 
described in UK Patent no. 2391083). 

To overcome the speed penalty in performing the calcula 
tions of the time taken to traverse a route, the tool maintains 
a cache that stores predetermined values for the number of 
clock cycles required to transfer data betWeen tWo processors. 
In a preferred embodiment, the minimum number of clock 
cycles is stored, each corresponding to a minimum distance 
route betWeen the processor elements. In alternative embodi 
ments, further values can be cached for non-minimum dis 
tance routes. 

When producing a load ?le for a design it Will not be knoWn 
Whether the device that Will be used Will be a “perfect” device 
or a device that contains faults that must be handled using 
redundancy. 

In the placement and routing tool, part of a processor array 
2 (such as a roW, column or site of processor elements) can be 
labeled as being redundant. This means that during the place 
ment phase, processes Will not be placed on these processor 
elements. 

During routing of the signals, the possibility of processor 
elements being in different relative positions must be dealt 
With, and the Worst case timing used for each signal. For 
example, When roW redundancy is being used, the vertical 
distance betWeen tWo processor elements is not knoWn 
exactly since the redundant roW may actually lie betWeen the 
source processor element and the destination processor ele 
ments. To alloW the rapid timing for each different type of 
device, i.e. perfect, roW redundant, site redundant, it is nec 
essary to have a separate sustain timing cache for each situ 
ation. 

There is therefore provided a method and apparatus for 
determining the routing of signals in a time-division multi 
plexed sWitching architecture. 

Although the invention has been described in the form of a 
method or algorithm, it Will be appreciated that the invention 
can be embodied as a computer program or as suitably pro 
grammed hardWare. 

While the invention has been illustrated and described in 
detail in the draWings and foregoing description, such illus 
tration and description are to be considered illustrative or 
exemplary and not restrictive; the invention is not limited to 
the disclosed embodiments. 
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Variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood 
and effected by those skilled in the art in practicing the 
claimed invention, from a study of the drawings, the disclo 
sure, and the appended claims. In the claims, the Word “com 
prising” does not exclude other elements or steps, and the 
inde?nite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. The 
mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually differ 
ent dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of 
these measured cannot be used to advantage. Any reference 
signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the 
scope. A computer program may be stored/distributed on a 
suitable medium, such as an optical storage medium or a 
solid-state medium supplied together With or as part of other 
hardWare, but may also be distributed in other forms, such as 
via the lntemet or other Wired or Wireless telecommunication 
systems. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 

signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of sWitches; and 

(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 

Wherein each sWitch in the ?rst subset of sWitches has an 
associated routing table that includes entries for each 
signal to be routed through said sWitch during the opera 
tion of the processor array, and each entry for said signal 
in the routing table comprises a rate of transfer for the 
signal that identi?es hoW often the signal is repeated, the 
offset at Which the signal is routed and/ or the number of 
clock cycles required to complete the transfer, Wherein 
step (iv) further comprises: attempting to route the signal 
from the plurality of unrouted signals using an offset 
value selected from the values identi?ed in step (iii), 
such that fragmentation of the routing tables is mini 
mised. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein, in the event 
that the signal is routed using one of the offset values identi 
?ed in step (iii), returning to step (i) and identifying the next 
signal to route. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein step (i) 
comprises ordering the plurality of unrouted signals by a 
measure of the routability of each signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals, and identifying a signal that is the least 
routable. 

4. The method as claimed in claim 3, Wherein the measure 
of the routability of said each signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals’ routability comprises a routability score 
that is calculated by: 

estimating a bandWidth required for each signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals in the processor array; and 
adjusting the estimated bandWidth for each signal from 
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the plurality of unrouted signals in accordance With a 
number of available candidate routes and/ or a number of 
available offsets for each signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals to give the routability score. 

5. The method as claimed in claim 4, Wherein identifying 
the signal that is the least routable comprises identifying a 
signal that has the highest routability score. 

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the candidate 
route comprises a minimum distance route betWeen the 
source processor element and the destination processor ele 
ment. 

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein, if the mini 
mum distance route betWeen the source processor element 

and the destination processor element is unavailable, the can 
didate route comprises a route that is equal in length to a 
minimum distance route plus one sWitch. 

8. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein each sWitch 
in the netWork of sWitches has an associated routing table that 
includes entries for each signal in said plurality of signals to 
be routed through that sWitch during the operation of the 
processor array. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 8, Wherein step (iii) 
comprises examining the routing tables of each sWitch in the 
candidate route, and identifying one or more offset values that 
are available in each of the routing tables. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein step (iii) 
further comprises analysing the timing of the candidate route 
to determine the number of clock cycles required for the 
signal to be routed. 

11. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein step (iii) 
further comprises: 

in the event that there are no offset values that alloW the 

signal to be routed, returning to step (ii) and identifying 
a further candidate route, the further candidate route 
using a second subset of sWitches comprising at least 
one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches. 

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, Wherein a limit is 
placed on the number of further candidate routes that can be 
considered. 

13. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein step (iv) 
further comprises: 

in the event that the signal cannot be routed using any one 
of the offset values identi?ed in step (iii), returning to 
step (ii) and identifying a further candidate route, the 
further candidate route using a third subset of sWitches 
comprising at least one sWitch in the netWork of 
sWitches. 

14. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 
signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of sWitches; and 
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(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 

Wherein the signal from the plurality of unrouted signals 
has an associated rate of transfer that identi?es hoW 
often the signal is repeated. 

15. The method as claimed in claim 14, Wherein step (iv) 
comprises: 

attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using an offset value selected from the 
values identi?ed in step (iii), the offset value being 
selected in response to the rate of transfer of the signal. 

16. The A method as claimed in claim 15, Wherein step (iv) 
comprises preferably selecting an offset value from a ?rst 
subset of the possible offset values if the rate of transfer is 
above a predetermined threshold. 

17. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 
signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of sWitches; and 

(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 

Wherein each sWitch in the ?rst subset of sWitches has an 
associated routing table that includes entries for each 
signal to be routed through said sWitch during the opera 
tion of the processor array, Wherein each entry for a 
signal in the routing table comprises a rate of transfer for 
the signal that identi?es hoW often the signal is repeated, 
the offset at Which the signal is routed and/ or the number 
of clock cycles required to complete the transfer. 

18. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 
signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of sWitches; and 

(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 
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Wherein each sWitch in the ?rst subset of sWitches has an 

associated routing table that includes entries for each 
signal to be routed through said sWitch during the opera 
tion of the processor array, Wherein step (iv) comprises: 
attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using an offset value selected from the 
values identi?ed in step (iii), such that fragmentation of 
the routing tables is minimised. 

19. The method as claimed in claim 18, Wherein fragmen 
tation of the routing tables is minimised by selecting an offset 
value that is close to one or more offset values that have 

already been assigned to signals from the plurality of signals. 
20. The method as claimed in claim 18, Wherein step (iv) 

comprises: 
assigning a score to each of the offset values identi?ed in 

step (iii), the score indicating the proximity of each 
offset value to offset values already assigned to other 
signals from the plurality of signals; and selecting an 
offset value With a score that indicates that the offset 
value is proximate to offset values already assigned to 
other signals from the plurality of signals. 

21. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 
signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of sWitches; and 

(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 

Wherein step (iii) further comprises analysing a timing of 
the candidate route to determine a number of clock 
cycles required for the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals to be routed, Wherein analysing the 
timing of the candidate route comprises looking up the 
candidate route in a sustain cache that stores the number 
of clock cycles required for routes betWeen different 
source and destination processor elements. 

22. A method for determining the routing for a plurality of 
signals in a processor array, the processor array comprising a 
plurality of processor elements interconnected by a netWork 
of sWitches, each of the plurality of signals having a respec 
tive source processor element and at least one destination 
processor element in the processor array, the method com 
prising: 

(i) identifying a signal from a plurality of unrouted signals 
to route; 

(ii) identifying a candidate route for the signal from the 
plurality of unrouted signals from the source processor 
element to the destination processor element, the candi 
date route using a ?rst subset of sWitches comprising at 
least one sWitch in the netWork of sWitches; 

(iii) evaluating the candidate route by determining Whether 
there are offset values that alloW the signal from the 
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plurality of unrouted signals to be routed through the 
?rst subset of switches; and 

(iv) attempting to route the signal from the plurality of 
unrouted signals using one of the offset values identi?ed 
in step (iii), 

Wherein step (iii) further comprises: 
in the event that there are no offset values that alloW the 

signal from the plurality of unrouted signals to be routed, 
returning to step (ii) and identifying a further candidate 
route, the further candidate route using a second subset 
of sWitches comprising at least one sWitch in the network 
of sWitches, Wherein a limit is placed on the number of 
further candidate routes that can be considered, Wherein 
if the limit is reached Without successfully routing the 

16 
signal from the plurality of unrouted signals, the method 
further comprises the steps of: 

(V) identifying a candidate route for the failed signal; 
(vi) identifying a competing signal by examining each 

sWitch in the candidate route; 
(vii) removing the competing signal and repeating steps 

(iii) and (iv) for the failed signal. 
23. The method as claimed in claim 22, Wherein, if the 

failed signal still cannot be routed, repeating steps (vi) and 
10 (vii) for a further competing signal. 

24. The method as claimed in claim 22, Wherein, if the 
failed signal is routed successfully, repeating steps (ii), (iii) 
and (iv)for the competing signal or signals. 

* * * * * 


